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What We’ll Cover Today
•The Value of a Policy
•Values Direct Policy
•Building Your Policy
Planning
Policy
•Getting People on Board

The Value of a Policy

Why Create a Social Media Policy?

•

Creates comfort level and clear guidelines.

•

Empowers staff to act.

•

Establishes an emergency plan.

•

Gets everyone on the same page.

•

Helps you think through the issues.

•

Gets a conversation started about using
social media effectively.
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The Journey Is Half the Value

The conversations with your team to define
your issues, objectives and priorities is as
valuable as the actual written plan.

Obstacles to Social Media Maturity
•
•
•
•

Fear
Allocation of Resources
Values
Getting Everyone on the Same Page

Value the Process

PROCESS can be even more valuable than PRODUCT!
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What Are Your Goals?

What does this policy mean
for your organization?

Where Do You Fall On The Spectrum?
Tactical: Spell
everything out!

Vision: Strategy doc to help
others make decisions!

Legal: lawyers
lead the charge.

Informal: informal
guidelines for staff.

For key
personnel only.

Everyone will read
and understand.

Recruit Your Policy Team
Recruit 3-6 team
members…

Communications Staff
Fundraising Staff
Social Media Manager
Executive Staff
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Values Direct Policy

Start With Your Values

Based on your mission or brand, define a set of terms
that can help steer your brand.

Determine Your Social Media Values
From these values, create guidelines to use when posting…

Value

What does this mean for your
presence in the social media world?

Responsiveness

We will focus on listening to what
others are saying in our community and
make a priority to respond in a quick
and informative manner.

Impartiality

We will not take a stance on political
issues in our posts nor offer
recommendations that are not
grounded in facts.
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Value

What does this mean for your presence in
the social media world?

Responsiveness

We will focus on listening to what others are
saying in our community and make a priority
to respond in a quick and informative
manner.

Impartiality

We will not take a stance on political issues
in our posts nor offer recommendations that
are not grounded in facts.
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Brain Work:
What are your values?

Building Your Policy Step By Step

Planning
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What Should You Say?

Make you posts related to your
values:
• What is totally within bounds?
• When is it okay to post
outside of your guidelines?

?

What Should You NOT Say?

• What requires approval to post?
• What is taboo?

What to Post?
Charles & Lynn Schusterman Family Foundation

They ask themselves, does
my post:
• Share Foundation
expertise.
• Expose grantee work to
a broader audience.
• Expose grantees to
broader ideas.
Does it touch on sensitive
advocacy issues?
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Responding to Positive (and Neutral) Things

• When do you respond?
• Who should respond?
• What do you say?
• What are the implications?
• How is this connected to your brand?

Responding To Negative Things
Should you limit or moderate discussion within your community?

• Will hurtful comments
damage your community?
• Where might people say
these things instead?
• Will it let you show how
responsive you are?

Consider the actual damage that will be done.

Would You Respond?
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Guidelines For Your Community

Define a Plan

Define a set of operating
procedures as to when
you should respond.

Strategy
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Privacy Issues

What are your potential
privacy issues?
• HIPAA?
• Safety or
Protection?
• Sensitive Services?

Posting and Privacy Issues

• What can you post?
• What can you only post with
permission from those included?
• What can you never post?

What Should You Keep Private?
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Personal vs. Professional: Ownership
Be clear about who owns content and accounts…

Personal vs. Professional: Posting

What is NOT okay to post in
each circumstance?
• Posting as the organization
on organizational account
• Posting as individual on
organizational account
• Posting as an individual on
individual account

Personal vs. Professional: Relationships
Can staff befriend board members, volunteers, clients?
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Case Study: The REACH School
Action:
Teachers were using Facebook
to directly communicate with
families outside of school hours.
Fear:
Special education has become
a highly litigious field. Is there a
potential liability issue from the
Facebook interactions?
What would you do?

Talking It Through:
What would you do?

The Effects of Drawing a Hard Line
Teachers cannot friend parents (past
or present) on Facebook.
There was required “de-friending” of
existing connections.
Benefit:
•Protection against privacy issues
Loss:
•Connection to current community
•Connection to alumni community
•Ability to mentor families and respond
to issues informally
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Policy Adoption

Policy Introduction

Don’t forget to tell people
about your policy.
Inviting exploration and
discussion of the policy will
encourage adoption.

Policy Adoption…Give Staff Ownership

People will follow the policy if:
• You explain how to follow it
• It makes sense to them
• They feel ownership over it
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Train Users

Training is a critical step.
It doesn’t matter how
much of a step forward
your policy is for the
organization if no one
knows how to use it.

Let People Know How To Use Your Policy

For Homework…

http://www.idealware.org
/reports/nonprofit-socialmedia-policy-workbook

Taking it further…
Assemble your policy
team and start the
conversation.
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